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             Traditional video games and sports activities can shape the spine of a network which might 

be the a part of intangible background and a image of the cultural variety of our societies. They also 

are an green way to carry values of solidarity, variety, inclusiveness and way of life which shape an 

imperative a part of countrywide and improvement strategies. Moreover, they mirror on exceptional 

cultural expressions, and create a bridge among cultures for a higher mutual comprehension. Most 

of the conventional video games and sports activities, expressions of indigenous cultures and 

methods of lifestyles contributing to the not unusualplace identification of humanity, have already 

disappeared and people which are surviving are threatened of approaching disappearance and 

extinction below the blended impact of globalization and harmonization of the wealthy variety of 

globalwide game background. Among many groups below agenda tribe in India like Santal, Munda, 

Lodha, Lepcha etc; Toto Community is one in every of them, stay in Totopara- a tiny Himalayan 

hamlet is located withinside the Jalpaiguri district, West Bengal, India. The village is located on the 

foothills of Bhutan-Himalayas alongside the Indo-Bhutan border in Indian Territory, the 

geographical place is at the Latitude 890 20’ and Longitude 260 5’. They additionally have a few 

extraordinary functions like others. Between the 1/3 and the 5th a long time of 19th century they 

needed to byskip thru a important time, except this with the dying in their aged human beings, their 

cultural background and conventional video games and sports activities additionally have 

disappeared nearly. But nonetheless now a few conventional video games and sports activities in 

their personal are remained, specifically- karam puja, gellachutt, tir-dhonuhkhela(archery), rope 

playing, mallyayouddha(wrestling), lota khela, stone throwing, dun-ggully, bejakhela etc. But those 

conventional video games and sports activities of Toto Community are much less practiced with the 

aid of using them, currently and those are nearly disappeared. the Toto network have additionally a 

awesome subculture and background. They have conventional video games and sports activities like-

karam puja, gellachutt, tir-dhonuhkhela, rope playing, mallyayouddha, lota khela, stone throwing, 

dun-ggully, bejakhela, morogyouddha etc. Many of them were changed later and feature emerge as 

famous in India and in so many nations of the sector as well. Not most effective that, a number of 

them have were given region in Olympic Games, specifically Archery (tirdhonukkhela), Wretling 

(mallyayouddha), Shot put (stone throwing) etc.  
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Introduction  

Traditional video games and sports activities are not anything however can shape the spine 

of a network which might be the a part of intangible background and a image of the cultural 

variety of our societies. They also are an green way to carry values of solidarity, variety, 

inclusiveness and way of life which shape an imperative a part of countrywide and 

improvement strategies. These will all beautify our end-intention of game for peace and 

improvement all awareness. Moreover, conventional video games and sports activities 

mirror on exceptional cultural expressions, and create a bridge among cultures for a higher 

mutual comprehension. Most of the conventional video games and sports activities, 

expressions of indigenous cultures and methods of lifestyles contributing to the not 

unusualplace identification of humanity, have already disappeared and people which are 

surviving are threatened of approaching disappearance and extinction below the blended 

impact of globalization and harmonization of the wealthy variety of globalwide game 

background. Traditional Games and Sports then emerge as an brought price in phrases of 

cultural comprehension and mutual tolerance each withinside the network of countries and 

among them, and consequently make contributions to the edification of a way of life of 

Peace. India is the u .s . that's having the range in each way, because the u .s . is having the 

most important attention of tribal human beings from everywhere in the international 

besides Africa. India has the huge and wealthy Eco- gadget which offers the style of tribes 

to develop and live to tell the tale withinside the u .sThe north japanese a part of the u. s. is 

absolutely unexplored. The valley of north east India is having the inexperienced vegetation, 

majestic splendor of mountains, wealthy style of plant life and fauna. The tangible and 

intangible background of India acknowledged for its variety. Diversity of languages, 

costumes, religions, rituals, plant life and fauna, climate, meals habits, sports activities and 

video games, artwork and architecture, music, dances, fairs and pastimes. 

Toto Community  

There are many groups below agenda tribe in India; Toto network is one in every of them. 

Totos stay in Totopara- a tiny Himalayan hamlet is located Madarihat Police Station below 

Alipurduar Sub-Division of Jalpaiguri District, West Bengal, India. The village is located on 

the foothills of BhutanHimalayas alongside the Indo-Bhutan border in Indian Territory the 

geographical place is at the Latitude 890 20’ and Longitude 260 5’. Totos were precise as 

one of the six underdeveloped tribes of West Bengal. Totos additionally have a few 
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extraordinary functions like others. They had misplaced their hyperlink with their 

fundamental ethnic institution and emerged as a touch institution, in a secluded region of 

North Bengal, may have misplaced their separate identification. But as a rely of fact, the 

Totos now no longer most effective have retained their separate identification, in addition 

they have preserved their conventional video games and sports activities and cultural 

background as well. Between the 1/3 and the 5th a long time of 19th century they needed to 

byskip thru a important time, whilst their very life became in question. The orange 

civilization which became their most important way of livelihood became destroyed. As a 

result, they had been threatened with the aid of using poverty and starvation, inflicting 

excessive quotes of mortality, except this with the dying in their aged human beings, their 

cultural background and conventional video games and sports activities additionally have 

disappeared nearly. But nonetheless now a few conventional video games and sports 

activities in their personal are remained. 

A. Toto Community Seasonal Games  

1. Game Name- Karam puja  

• Equipment: Madol, kartal etc  

• Objectives: Enjoy  

• Scope: Boys Only  

• Special Features: It is a seasonal game ie played from January to February.  

• Modality: In connection with Kakam puja, a singing competition is organized between or 

among singing groups. A team sings a song and through it a message or question is 

presented to the opposing team. The next team then has to make an answer roll, also singing 

a song about that question. Then the next team also sings a song and asks and throws that 

song. Similarly, this question is answered by the previous team. So the contest continues. 

Whichever team can answer the question the maximum number of times is declared the 

winner and awarded Haria (alcohol). 

Toto Community Ritual Games  

1. Game name- Lota khela (water pot)  

• Equipment: Lota (water pot or small jar)  

• Objectives: Enjoy  

• Scope: For both boys and girls.  

• Special Features: Played during the Toto Community Initiation Ceremony.  
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• Procedure: On the next day of marriage, Lota khela is played between two teams, one is 

the vision team of the groom and the other is the vision team of the bride. I play by the River 

with Lota. First, each team hides a Lota in the water, and then the other team must look for 

it in the water of the Lota. After that, whichever team is now looking for Lotan will hide 

Lotan and the opposite team will look for her as well. This is continued for three to four 

rounds. Whichever team can find the maximum number of times, that team is declared the 

winner. 

Conclusion 

So from the above discussion it is very clear to us that like other communities in India, Toto 

community also has distinct traditions and heritage. They have traditional games and sports 

like Karam puja, Gellachutt, tir-dhonuhkhela, tug of war, Mallya youddha, lota khela, stone 

throwing, dun-ggully, bejakhela, morogyouddha etc. Many of them have since been adapted 

and changed. popular in India and many countries around the world. Except that some of 

them got a place in the Olympics namely archery (tirdhonukkhela), wrestling 

(mallyayouddha), shot put (stone throw) etc. Thus, their tradition and heritage have great 

importance in Indian culture. These sports should be protected and promoted to promote 

community, unite peoples and be proud of the cultural roots of the society, and the 

government should emphasize the preservation and appreciation of various traditional and 

distinctive sports. regional and national cultural heritages.  
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